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Nature of self-diffusion and viscosity in supercooled liquid water
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The nature of the simplest transport processes in water, namely, self-diffusion and shear viscosity, is ana-
lyzed on the basis of a version of the microinhomogeneous structure model. The study predicts the existence
of locally ordered groups of molecules, taking into account considerations of acoustic properties, light scat-
tering, and computer simulation findings. In particular, it is shown that the anomalous properties of water in
supercooled states are mainly connected with the existence of quasiordered regions, which we call clusters.
Furthermore, the spatial sizes and evolution times of the crystal-like clusters, as well as the temperature
dependence of their fraction volume, are established. Special invariants of the characteristic parameters of
molecular motion are pointed out. Finally, it is shown that the self-diffusion in supercooled water is caused by
the processes of formation and destruction of crystal-like clusters, while the processes of internal partial
reconstruction give the main contribution to the shear viscosity coefficient.

PACS number~s!: 61.20.2p, 66.30.Fq, 62.10.1s, 62.20.2x
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I. INTRODUCTION

In comparison with the majority of one-component li
uids, water shows many unusual properties in its normal
supercooled states. The connection of these water anom
with subsystems of strong H bonds becomes evident by c
paring water with its homologue H2S. It is sufficient to note
here that, for example, the melting temperatures of H2S and
H2O differ from each other by about 100 K, and that,
certain temperature ranges, the temperature expansion
ficients and the temperature derivatives of thermoconduc
ity even have different signs, etc.@1,2#.

To explain the observed peculiarities of water properti
different approaches have been proposed@3–15#. Many ef-
forts have been made toward a more adequate account o
crystal-like structure of water. In@3–6# the existence of finite
size microregions with icelike structure and with irregular
in their dispositions was hypothesized. In these publicati
an important role was attributed to the water molecules
fill the cages of icelike patches. Although this model allow
the authors@3–6# to explain qualitatively the behavior of th
thermoconductivity, thermal expansion coefficients, a
some other physical quantities, it is not self-consistent:
attempts to reproduce numerically the different thermo
namic characteristics and to furnish reliable values of the
parameters of the model failed. Besides this, ignoring
time evolution of the icelike framework does not allow a
adequate description of the viscoelastic properties of wa
And what is more, the nature of self-diffusion, as the si
plest transport process, remains unclear within this appro

Another approach to the structure and thermodynamic
kinetic properties of water was developed in@7–15#, initiated
by H. E. Stanley. According to this approach, the structure
water is inhomogeneous: small ‘‘icebergs’’ of nanosizes
imbedded in a highly connected network. These small co
pact groups of strongly bonded molecules, forming three
four hydrogen bonds~so called patches! were supposed in
@7–9# to be spatially separated from weakly bonded m
ecules with no or one H bond. General arguments about
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~3!/3572~9!/$15.00
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appearance of the ordered regions in the continuous H-b
network were given in@7#. On the basis of such a picture th
negative sign of the thermal expansion coefficient in the
percooled region and in the normal one near the melt
point, the increase of isothermal compressibilitykT and of
heat capacityCP on cooling, and also the anomalies of oth
thermodynamic properties of water get a natural and con
tent explanation. The estimate of patch size obtained in
periments on x-ray scattering@8# is approximately 8–10 Å.

In @10–15# the details of water microstructure were spe
fied step by step and corresponding mathematical mo
were formulated. A classification of the supercooled sta
was proposed. While liquid or amorphous water have ne
been observed experimentally in the region below the line
homogeneous nucleationTH(P) down to the lineTX(P)
above which amorphous ice crystallizes, numerous comp
simulations of noncrystalline water in this region@16–21#
have been very successful and give much information
theoretical discussion. There are reasons to assume@12–14#
that a new unusual point, close to the critical one, exists
‘‘no man’s land.’’ It is evident that its existence influence
the properties of water in the supercooled and even in
normal state.

Unfortunately, many important questions concerning
fine details of patch microstructure and also the specificity
the relaxation processes in a system containing nanosize
mations were discussed in@7# only briefly. The time of rota-
tional relaxationtR was the only kinetic characteristic stud
ied in @7# within a special one-particle model, for which th
applicability should be more carefully motivated. Also, th
nature of the surprising empirical relationDt.2
310216 cm2, D being the diffusion coefficient, holding in a
wide temperature interval@23# was not quite understood in
@7#.

To describe the crossover in the density of statesr(v)
obtained in experiments on depolarized light scattering@24#
and also to explain the temperature dependence of the c
over frequencyvc , a fractal structure of locally ordered m
croregions of strongly bonded molecules was hypothesi
3572 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 3573NATURE OF SELF-DIFFUSION AND VISCOSITY IN . . .
@24,25#. But, unfortunately, a clear physical idea about t
possible nature of the fractal ordering in water has not b
presented.

In recent years the properties of water in its supercoo
states have been studied in great detail by light scatte
@22,24,26,27#, x-ray and neutron scattering@28–30#, com-
puter simulations@16–21#, etc. The results of these exper
ments testify unambigiously to the existence of several
ferent spatial and time scales in supercooled water struc
and dynamics. But no theoretical attempts have been mad
classify and explain the whole set of available experimen
data.

The present work addresses an investigation of the na
of self-diffusion and viscosity in the supercooled states
water. In Sec. II we deal with the microinhomogeneo
structure of water and introduce the concept of a quas
dered cluster characterized by a space-time structural hie
chy. Interpretation of the results obtained in computer a
molecular light scattering experiments within this clus
model is carried out in Sec. III. In Secs. IV and V we prese
an analysis of the mechanisms of self-diffusion and sh
viscosity.

II. CLUSTERS AS THE ELEMENTS OF SUBSTRUCTURE

The most important structural element of water in its n
mal, supercooled, and crystal states is the H bond. The sp
ficity of the latter is connected with the noticeable energy
its formation, its sharply directed character, and strong c
relations in the coordination of the relative directions of
bonds formed by one molecule. Linear H bonds have a
rahedral coordination, i.e., the angles between H bonds
close to those between the lines connecting the center
tetrahedron with its vertices. Because of these properties
drogen bonds strongly influence the local structure, and,
consequence, the thermodynamic and kinetic propertie
water. To reveal the mechanism of this influence the inte
lation between the H-bond structure and features of the w
molecule must be taken into account.

The simplest and most important characteristic of the
bond network is the average number of H bonds,c, formed
by some molecule,c5^c i&. At equilibrium c is a function
of temperature and pressure only:

c5c~P,T!. ~1!

On increasing the temperature,c decreases smoothly from
its value cm52.6 at the melting temperature to the val
cb51.8 at the boiling temperature@31#. Upon supercooling
c increases, approaching the valuech54, inherent to ice,
crystal or amorphous. While the possible values ofc i are not
very large, the deviationsc i2c will be of the same order o
magnitude asc. They are smaller the greaterc(P,T) is. All
the molecules of the system can be partitioned into th
subsets for whichc i. int@c#, c i5 int@c#, and c i, int@c#,
where int@•••# denotes the integer part of a number. Co
pact groups of molecules of the first or third type will b
called clusters.

Clusters essentially influence the properties of a liquid
~1! they have mesoscopic sizes, i.e., each cluster contain
less than 20–30 molecules;~2! their lifetimes are much
n
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greater than the typical time scalet; l /VT , where l is the
intermolecular spacing, andVT the velocity of the thermal
motion. The number of molecules forming a cluster~or, in
other words, its sizeD.9 –10 Å ) as will be shown below
follows from the demand of its stability. The same estima
have been obtained in experiments on x-ray scattering@7#
and in computer simulations@18–20#. The fact that the re-
sults obtained in different ways are in perfect agreement w
each other testifies to the reliability of the cluster size e
mate. Further consideration confirms that both the conditi
~1! and ~2! occur in the supercooled region.

The number of H bonds per molecule is not the on
important characteristic of molecular order in the system.
take into account the spatial orientations of the H bonds
must introduce an additional parameterx, which is defined
as

x~N!5
1

N (
i 51

N

Q i
2 , ~2!

where the summation is carried out over a compact group
N molecules and

Q i5~nW 1
( i )3nW 2

( i )!•~nW 3
( i )3nW 4

( i )!1~nW 1
( i )3nW 3

( i )!•~nW 2
( i )3nW 4

( i )!

1~nW 1
( i )3nW 4

( i )!•~nW 2
( i )3nW 3

( i )!. ~3!

nW 1
( i ) , . . . ,nW 4

( i ) are the unit vectors along the lines connecti
the oxygen atom of thei th molecule with its two protons and
to the two maxima of the effective negative charge dens
For hexagonal icex50, since multipliers of the type (nW 1

( i )

3nW 2
( i )) and (nW 3

( i )3nW 4
( i )) are orthogonal to each other~we ne-

glect thermal fluctuations!. For liquid water the parameterx
can serve as a measure of H-bond bendings. It is natural
expect thatx has essentially different values for clusters
different types.

Now we want to mention that the time evolution of clu
ters can be essentially different from the time evolution
the surroundings. In particular, let us consider a cluster of
first type for which^c&c.4 andxc.0 ~the symbolc indi-
cates that the averaging is carried out over cluster m
ecules!. If the size of such a cluster is large enough, its str
ture is close to that of hexagonal iceI h . The main elements
of the ice structure, as is well known, are hexagonal rings
H bonds. The hexagonal rings correspond to the most e
getically preferable and stable H-bond configuration@32#. As
a result, the lifetime of such a cluster, a crystal-like clus
~CLC!, should be essentially greater in comparison with
time evolution of the H-bond configurations outside it.
other words, the CLC can be treated as an element o
substructure, which reveals itself as a formation on the
permolecular level.

The minimal size of a CLC is strongly connected to
stability. To provide stability, the CLC must contain seve
rings of H bonds oriented in different planes. One can ver
that this condition is satisfied for clusters with sizer c
>2r h , r h being the diameter of the hexagonal ring in iceI h .
Therefore, the minimal size of a long-living crystal-like clu
ter estimated in such a way is about 10 Å. Experime
@18,19# reveal the existence of qualitative changes in wa
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structure exactly on such space scales. In our opinion,
results of computer simulations@18,19# can be viewed as
being in favor of the cluster concept of water structure. It
also reasonable to expect that the average size of a CLC
smoothly increase as the temperature is lowered.

Clusters with binding energy and number of H bon
smaller than their average values will be called gaslike c
ters ~GLCs!. The structure of these clusters, in contrast
that of CLCs, is determined, to a great extent, by bifurca
hydrogen bonds which spoil the tetrahedral nature of
H-bond coordination.

It is important to note that the notion of CLCs does n
coincide with that of the nucleus of a new phase. In fa
nuclei of hexagonal ice can form only a subset of CLCs w
the mean valuêc&c close to 4 and the parameter^x&c near
to zero. The accumulation of structural defects in small cl
ters is responsible for the growth of the expectation time
the critical nuclei at a particular temperature in comparis
with the case of simple liquids.

It is evident that at different values of temperature a
pressure the relative role of clusters of the two types is
the same. Near and above the boiling temperature the d
nating role is played GLCs. On the contrary, the clusters
crystal-like type determine the peculiarities of water near
melting point and in the supercooled region.

Let f be the relative volume occupied by CLCs. To es
mate the magnitude and the temperature dependence of,
the following arguments can be used. The densities of
system inside and outside crystal-like clusters differ noti
ably from each other. Therefore, the average densityr of a
system can be approximated by the expression

r~T!5^r (CLC)~T!&f~T!1^r (out)&@12f~T!#. ~4!

The average value of the density^r (CLC)& inside CLCs can
be put with suitable accuracy equal tor ice for hexagonal ice.
On the other hand, the density^r (out)& outside CLCs is due
to molecules that belong to GLCs and to intercluster bou
aries. It can be estimated with the help of extrapolation of
water densityr* [r(T* ) from a temperatureT* far above
the melting point~where water exhibits normal behavior! to
supercooled region. Applying linear extrapolation we get

f~T!5
r~T!2rext~T!

r ice~T!2rext~T!
, ~5!

where

rext~T!5r* 1~T2T* !
]r

]T U
T
*

. ~6!

For T* we use the valueT* 5350 K @the corresponding
valuer* [r(T* )50.954 g/cm3 and the temperature expan
sion coefficient is (]r/]T)uT

*
52831024 g/cm3 K @33##.

The temperature dependence ofr ice is also described by a
linear extrapolation:

r ice~T!5rm1~T2Tm!
]r ice

]T U
Tm

, ~7!
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whereTm is the melting temperature,rm50.902 g/cm3, and
(]r ice /]T)uTm

52431024 g/cm3 K @1#.

The numerical values off(T) obtained with the help of
formula ~5! for several temperatures aref(273 K)50.11;
f(253 K)50.31; f(243 K)50.41. The estimates@3# of the
relative number of molecules that belong to crystal-li
frame are essentially greater. So in@3# near the melting point
f.0.86.

The role of the crystal-like structure seems to be es
cially important at the temperatureT<Th , whereTh is de-
fined by the equation

uDF~r h!u;kBTh , ~8!

whereDF(r h) is the volume contribution to the formatio
energy of an icelike nucleus of sizer .r h . The valueDF
can be estimated by using the formulaDF;r h

3rLtm , where
L is the heat of melting andtM5(T2TM)/TM @note that we
neglect the surface energy in Eq.~8! since it is not connected
with structurization effects#. Using Eq. ~8! we obtain for
tM tM;kBTM /r h

3Lr.(0.01–0.1). The correspoindin
value ofTh is Th;260 K. In this temperature range the sp
cific volumef occupied by CLCs, becomes essentially d
ferent from zero. The lower limiting value off can also be
estimated with the help of nucleation theory. In accordan
with @34,35#,

f>expS 2
4p

3

r n
2s

kBTD , ~9!

where r n is the averaged size of the nucleus ands is the
surface tension. Sincer n>r h;3 Å , we obtain f(T)
>exp@2(Tm/T)(s/sm)#, where sm;10 ergs/cm2. The sur-
face tensions has the same order of magnitude assm @34#.
The values off(T) calculated in such a way are consiste
with our estimates given above.

Let us consider now the dynamical properties of sup
cooled water. The slowest evolution process in the system
connected with the largest scale formations in it and thus
be determined by the rebuilding of CLCs. Therefore, t
average lifetimetc is one of the characteristic times of th
system. The destruction of a CLC occurs in several steps
to some sequences of reconstruction of H-bond microc
figurations. These reconstructions, inside the CLC and o
side it, are due essentially to the same mechanisms tha
responsible for the dielectric properties of water and ice.
this reason we introduce a second characteristic timet l , dur-
ing which the microconfigurations of hydrogen bonds rem
practically unchanged. For molecules inside and outs
CLCs the timet l can be interpreted as a residence time
the molecules. On the time scalet l the processes are pa
tially irreversible, while on the time scaletc they are com-
pletely irreversible. It is natural to expect thatt l andtc sat-
isfy the inequality

tc.~@ ! t l.t0 , T,T* , ~10!

wheret0;a/vT , a being the interparticle spacing andvT the
average velocity of the thermal motion. The inequality~10!
is greater the deeper the supercooling is. The ratiotc /t l
depends in the main on the average size of the clusters
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long as this size changes insignificantly, the ratio will
almost constant. For deep supercooling andT.Tm the cor-
relation betweent l andtc is violated.

The timestc andt l do not represent the full set of cha
acteristic times for water in its supercooled states. First of
we must consider also the timetH during which the H bonds
of molecules remain practically invariable. In the whole s
percooled temperature rangetH.0.1–0.2 ps.

One more characteristic timetm is connected with the
relaxation of transverse excitations in the system. The sp
ficity of these excitations is caused by the microinhomo
neous structure of water forukW u;1/r c and will be considered
in more detail below.

III. TIME EVOLUTION OF THE CURRENT-CURRENT
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION

The analysis of cluster-formation phenomena in sup
cooled water and of the corresponding set of character
times enables us to make certain predictions about the c
acter of the time evolution of correlation functions for d
ferent physical quantities. The simplest, but also the m
important, is the current-current correlation functio

^JW kW(t)JW 2kW(0)&, where JW kW5(1/AN)( i 51
N VW i exp(ikW•rWi). The

time evolution of the transverseFkW(t) and longitudinalFkW(t)
parts of this autocorrelation function is determined by diff
ent mechanisms, but both these quantities depend essen
on the value of the wave vector. More precisely, the mic
inhomogeneity of the supercooled states in water initiates
k dependence of the respective relaxation times for w
vectors 1/r c<ukW u<1/a, wherea is the interparticle spacing
and r c is the cluster size.

First of all, we must take into account that the transve
modes are not directly connected with variations of dens
the last being dependent mainly on the relative volume
CLCs, f. Therefore the characteristic timetc , describing
the slowest evolution in the system, will not affect the b
havior of FkW(t). In contrast, the reconstruction of H-bon
microconfigurations in the time interval@tH ,t l # will influ-
ence both the transverse and the longitudinal modes. W
the help of the unit vectorsnW 1 , . . . ,nW 4 @see Eq.~10!# we can
construct the following tensor parameter:

T̂(2)5(
i 51

N

@~nW 1
( i )1nW 2

( i )! ^ ~nW 3
( i )1nW 4

( i )!1~nW 1
( i )1nW 3

( i )!

^ ~nW 2
( i )1nW 4

( i )!1~nW 1
( i )1nW 4

( i )! ^ ~nW 3
( i )1nW 2

( i )!#. ~11!

Here ^ designates the direct product of vectors. TensorT̂(2)

appears to be the sum of two irreducible parts: scalar
tensor ones. The tensor part vanishes in the case of tetr
drally coordinated H bonds. Both parts ofT̂ change consid-
erably on the time scalet l on which H bonds undergo sub
stantial distortions that lead to their rupture and to
formation of new microconfigurations. From here it follow
that the time evolution of the transverse part of the curre
current autocorrelation function will be determined by t
expression
ll,
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FkW~ t !5FS t

tM~k! D , ~12!

where

tM~k!5tM1t t~k!. ~13!

The time tM has the same nature and the same order
magnitude as in simple liquids; it tends to the relaxation ti
tH for large values of the wave vector,ukW u>1/r h . The addi-
tional termt t(k) is connected with the tensor part ofT̂(2).

The longitudinal part of the autocorrelation functionFk(t)
should have a more complex structure, because the l
density depends both on the volume fraction of CLCs,f,
and on the scalar parametersx,T̂scal

(2) . As noted above, both
these have an identical time behavior. Thus,FkW(t) is ex-
pected to depend at least on two characteristic times of
ferent physical nature. In the simplest case,

FkW.F1S t

t1
D1F2S t

t2
D . ~14!

Of the two relaxation timest1 ,t2 only the first one is
connected with the oscillation motion of molecules, and m
have a strong spatial dispersion:

t15H tH if ukW u.1/r h

t l if 0 ,ukW u,1/r h .
~15!

The value of the second relaxation time appears to be c
to tc for all values ofukW u,

t2~kW !5tc1g2~k!, g2!tc . ~16!

The weakk dependence oft2 is caused by the mutual influ
ence of the relaxation process and acoustic wave spread

On the basis of our approach let us discuss the results
detailed quantitative analysis of the current-current autoc
relation function for the supercooled states of water, p
formed in@18,19# by molecular dynamics~MD! simulations.
The different transverse and longitudinal contributions to t
autocorrelation function were approximated by simple ex
nents. It was shown that the transverse part of the autoco
lation function can be approximated with sufficient accura
by one exponent withk-dependent relaxation time. The de
pendence of the latter on wave vector is significant only
ukW u>0.1 Å21, which is in good agreement with the estim
tions of the smallest size of the CLC. The comparison of
expected and observed values of relaxation times also
ports our assumptions.

For the description of the longitudinal component of t
current-current autocorrelation function the authors@19# con-
sidered two exponents with relaxation timest1(kW ) andt2(kW )
which differ in order of magnitude and also in theirk depen-
dence. The order of magnitude and the position of the spa
dispersion region allow us to identify the smaller timet1
with that described by Eq.~15!. The strong temperature de
pendence oft1(kW ) is an additional argument in favor of suc
an assumption. The spatial dispersion of the second re
ation time is weak. On lowering the temperature from t
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melting point down to the spinodal~more specifically, the
characteristic temperature that in the majority of work is
terpreted as a point on the spinodal!, t2 changes by severa
orders of magnitude. These properties of the timet2 suggest
identifying it with the mean lifetime of a CLC.

The experimental data reported in@16# can be used for an
independent accurate determination of the residence timt l
of a molecule. In fact, in the cited work in addition to th
current-current autocorrelation function, the time dep
dences of the mean-square displacement of the molec

^DrW2(t)& and the non-Gaussian parametera2(t)
55^drW4(t)&/3(^drW2&2)21 were carefully studied. Since i
the time interval (0,tH) the motion of a molecule is quaside
termined and att.(@) tc it has a simple diffusional nature
it is natural to expect that the functiona2(t) will reach its
maximum value att.t l . In other words, att;t l , the fea-
tures of irreversibility become noticeable. The formula

a2~ t !5a2S t

t l
D , tH<t l<tc , ~17!

which follows for reasons of dimensionality, fits the expe
mental data@16# with good accuracy. It is necessary to no
that a2(t) reaches its maximum value exactly att5t l .

The values oft l , and also the values oftc , the last being
identified by us with the relaxation timet2 of the longitudi-
nal component of the current-current autocorrelation fu
tion, taken from@16#, are given in Table I. It is worth noting
that the ratiotc /t l remains nearly constant within a larg
enough temperature interval, including the supercooled
gion.

The results of computer simulations@21# can also be con-
sidered as confirmation of the proposed picture. The ther
motion of one water molecule and also the time behavio
the interparticle spacing between two molecules that w
nearest neighbors att50 have been studied in@21#. The
following characteristic possibilities were investigated: tw
molecules belong att50 to groups of~1! hydrogen-bonded
~HB! molecules and~2! not-H-bonded~NB! ones. It was
shown that the mobility of the NB molecules at the ea
stages of motion is much greater in comparison with tha
the HB molecules. But for the timet>tm a complete loss of
the memory effects is observed. The value oftm is close to
the lifetime of the CLCs:tm.20 ps at T5245 K @21#,
tc(245 K).30–40 ps~see Table I!. To reflect more strongly
the difference in the relative thermal motion in the pairs
HB and NB molecules, it is expedient to consider the diff
ence in the mean-square interparticle spacings for HB
NB molecules,

TABLE I. The characteristic timestc and t l , as well as their
ratio tc /t l at different temperatures, according to@16#.

T ~K! 284 258 238 224 213 209 206
t l ~ps! 1.4 3.7 12 24 86 147 500
tc ~ps! 8.5 21.6 74.5 243 1220 2980 7500

tc

t1
6.1 5.8 6.1 10.1 14.2 20.7 15.3
-

-
les

-

e-

al
f

re

f

f
-
d

S~ t ![^DrW12
2 ~ t !&HB 2^DrW12

2 ~ t !&NB ,

whereDrW12(t)5rW12(t)2rW12(0) is the change in the relativ
distance between two molecules that were nearest neigh
at t50 and^•••&HB and^•••&NB denote the averaging ove
the subsets of HB and NB molecules. This function allows
to give a precise description of the memory effects as wel
to characterize the processes of microconfiguration rebu
ing. The valueS(t) reaches its maximum at a momentt l that
is 4–5 times smaller thantm . So again we meet with the
manifestation of at least two different time scales describ
the molecular processes in water.

Important information on relaxational processes in wa
can be obtained by using light and neutron scattering,
The frequency dispersion of the longitudinal sound veloc
and absorption coefficient in supercooled water have b
carefully investigated in experiments on polarized Brillou
light scattering@27#. It was shown that the dispersion curve
for hypersonic velocity and absorption coefficient can be
proximated with good accuracy by one-Lorenzian functio
Calculations of the structural relaxational timetv have been
made for the cases of two limiting assumptions:~1! the shear
relaxation timets is considerably smaller thantv (ts!tv);
~2! ts andtv are equal (ts5tv). The values oftv obtained
in these two cases differ by a factor of 1.5 and are sma
than those obtained in computer experiments@16# ~by about
three times!. Here it is worth noting, that direct compariso
of the results obtained in experiments and computer sim
tions is not always correct because of the strong depend
of MD simulation results on the chosen potential. But wha
more important is that the temperature dependence oftv falls
off from the Arrhenius one approximately at the same te
perature at which the ratiotc /t l begins to grow rapidly. This
fact finds a simple explanation within our representation:
value of the activation energy, as well as the ratiotc /t l ,
remains almost constant until the cluster average s
changes significantly~see Table I!.

A more detailed analysis of the time dependences of
mean-square displacements of molecules obtained in@16# for
different temperatures allows us to point out the invarian

^DrW2
„tH~T!…&.I 1.0.3 Å2,

^DrW2
„t l~T!…&.I 2.0.8 Å2,

^DrW2
„tc~T!…&.I 3.8 Å2

in the whole temperature interval of the supercooled sta
Note that in the same temperature interval the values of
relaxation timetc , self-diffusion coefficient, and viscosity
change by more than three orders of magnitude~see Table I!.

The above relations can be considered as indepen
principles for determination of the characteristic timestH ,

t l , andtc . Thus, the valueA0.3 Å2.0.5 Å has the mean-
ing of the mean-square amplitude of translational oscillatio
of water molecules in the vicinity of the temporary qua

equilibrium positions. Another value isA0.8 Å2.0.9 Å; it
is close to the well-known value of the maximum deform
tion of a linear H bond~usually, one speaks about H-bon
formation if the O-O distance is in the interval 2.6–3.4
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TABLE II. The values of the displacementA^a2& of the water molecule calculated with the help of th
formula ~18! at different temperatures. The self-diffusion coefficientD andtc are taken from@16# ~see also
Table I!.

T ~K! 284 258 238 224 213 209 206
D (1025 cm2/s) 1.360.1 5.231021 1.431021 4.431022 1.131022 531023 1.831023

A^a2& Å 2.58 2.59 2.51 2.53 2.83 3.01 2.85
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Larger deformations lead to the rupture of H bonds. A

finally, A8 Å2.2.75 Å is nothing but the mean distanc
between the molecules.

Taking these results as a basis, we pass to a deta
analysis of the self-diffusion process and viscosity in sup
cooled water.

IV. SELF-DIFFUSION PROCESS
IN SUPERCOOLED WATER

Cluster formation by molecules in supercooled water i
poses essential constraints on their thermal motion. Du
the H-bond network, a molecule that belongs to the CL
can perform mainly vibrational motion. Rebuilding of th
H-bond network, taking place att.t l , is accompanied by
small displacements of some molecules inside the clus
which are strongly connected with each other. Therefore,
elementary diffusion act will be connected with the destr
tion of the cluster as a whole. This corresponds to the rad
rebuilding of the H-bond configuration inside the clust
The typical displacement of the molecule can be identifi
with the interparticle spacinga0.n21/3, wheren is the num-
ber of particles per unit volume.

The contribution of nonclustered molecules can be
nored. This is because the motion of nonclustered molec
that are inside crystal-like clusters~cluster defects! and those
forming intercluster boundaries is restricted by clusters. A
result, the self-diffusion coefficient of water in the supe
cooled state can be approximated by the formula

Ds5
^a2&
6tc

, ~18!

where ^a2& is expected to be approximately equal toa0
2

5n22/3. The numerical values ofA^a2& calculated on the
basis of data onDs andtc taken from@16# are collected in
Table II.

The almost constant values ofA^a2& in the temperature
range investigated, in which the parameterstc andDs vary
by a factor of 103, is a very convincing argument in favor o
the proposed representation. From this point of view,
origin of formula ~18! becomes quite clear. It is interestin
that the numerical value of the combinationA6Dst again
appears to be approximately equal to the interparticle sp
ing ~2.8 Å!.

Usually, D is expected to be in inverse proportion to t
shear viscosity and the size of a particle, which follows fro
dimensionality arguments. In particular, such a depende
is inherent in Einstein’s formula

D5
kBT

6phr M
, ~19!
,
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wherer M is the radius of the particle. Rewriting Eq.~18! in
the form of Eq.~19!, we get the following estimate for the
effective ~hydrodynamic! radiusr * of a molecule:

r * 5
kBTtc

p^a2&h
. ~20!

It is not difficult to check that the numerical value ofr * is
almost independent of temperature and is close to 1 Å for the
temperatures accessible in experiments (t.225 °C) @1,36#.
Such a magnitude ofr * reflects the inadequacy of the a
sumptions used in deriving Einstein’s formula. Indeed,
Fokker-Planck equation for the one-particle distributi
function is not applicable for systems with strong H bond
Moreover, due to strong binary correlations, there is a c
siderable difference between the real and the mean fo
applied to the molecule. The formula

VW i5m~2¹W iU !, ~21!

whereV is the drift velocity of the particle in the potentia
field U (m is the mobility!, playing the key role in deriving
Eq. ~19!, should be corrected by the factorg̃:

VW i5mg̃~2¹W iU !, ~22!

which is analogous with the Kirkwood factor in the theory
dielectric permeability of water@37#. In accordance with this
one can propose the following modification forD:

D5
kBTg̃

6phr M
. ~23!

The experimental data on the self-diffusion coefficient@16#
and shear viscosity@1,36# at low temperatures can be co
rectly reproduced by the formula~23! with r M51.45 Å and
g̃'0.75.

The mechanism of self-diffusion described above is ch
acteristic for supercooled water. Nevertheless, it makes s
to estimate the value and the temperature dependence o
so called collective part of the diffusion coefficient. Th
contribution is caused by collective long-living hydrod
namic modes and was considered for the first time by Fis
@38#. In accordance with@38,39# the velocityVW of a molecule
can be represented as the sum

VW ~ t !5VW r~ t !1VW c~ t !, ~24!

where the first term describes the motion of the molec
with respect to its nearest surroundings and the second
collective drift of the molecular group in the field of therm
hydrodynamic fluctuations. SinceVW r and VW c describe inde-
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pendent types of molecular motion, the self-diffusion coe
cient should be represented in the form of the sum

D5Dr1Dc , ~25!

where

Dc5 1
3 E

0

`

^VW c~ t !VW c~0!&dt. ~26!

Following the Lagrange approach to the theory of therm
hydrodynamic fluctuations the authors of@39# showed that

Dc5
kBT

6pnr e f f
, ~27!

where

r e f f5Ap
n

ct
, ~28!

has the meaning of the hydrodynamic radius of a liquid p
ticle (n is the kinematic shear viscosity andct is the trans-
verse sound velocity!. Since the intensity of hydrodynami
fluctuations decreases on lowering the temperature, the
Dc /D will diminish too. From this point of view the value

s512
Dc

D
~29!

can be considered as a dynamical measure of the coop
ivity in water. Numerical values of (12s) and r e f f are
shown in Table III. From Table III it follows that the role o
the collective diffusion in supercooled water remains sm
up to the melting temperature. At the same time, the rela
values ofDc /D for simple liquids near their melting point
are not less than 20%. Thus, cluster formation in water le
to a considerable suppression of the fluctuations of hydro
namic microflows.

V. SHEAR VISCOSITY OF WATER

The relaxation processes associated with the shear vis
ity are mainly of the same origin as self-diffusion, so t
relation betweenh and D is described by the formula~19!
with satisfactory accuracy. At the same time, it is very i
portant to clarify the role of each relaxation process. For t
purpose we will use a method equivalent to the mean-fi
approximation.

Let the velocity field of the system be given by the fo
mula

uW 5lz iW, ~30!

TABLE III. The effective radiusr e f f for a Lagrange particle in
water, calculated according to Eq.~28!, and the parameter (1
2s).

T ~K! 284 273 263 248
12s (%) 6.7 4.8 2.2 0.4
r e f f (Å ) 16.5 22 31.5 74
-
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where iW is the unit vector along theX axis. The relative
velocity of two nearest molecular layers in accordance w
Eq. ~30! is given by

DuW 5la iW, ~31!

wherea5n21/3. In the mean-field approximation this differ
ence in the velocity arises as a result of the action of
average forcefW ,

DuW 5m fW , ~32!

which is connected with the shear viscosity by the relatio

fW5lha2 iW. ~33!

The mobility of the molecule,m, can be written with satis-
factory accuracy as

m5m l1mc , ~34!

where the symbolsl and c denote the types of relaxatio
processes. The oscillations of a molecule near a quasie
librium position do not lead to the displacement of the m
ecule, so they do not contribute to its mobility.

It is necessary to note that the representation of the
cosity as a sum of different contributions@Eq. ~34!# is pos-
sible only in the case when the time and space scales o
corresponding molecular processes are well separated. S
the motion of a molecule att>tc is irreversible, we can
estimatemc by the formula

mc5
D

kBT
,

where

D5
^DrW2~ tc!&

6tc
. ~35!

Unfortunately, we cannot use a similar formula form l , since
the thermal motion att;t l has essentially collective charac
ter and is not fully irreversible. The displacements of m
ecules involved in the rebuilding of local H-bond configur
tions on the time scalet l are not responsible immediately fo
the self-diffusion process. At the same time, they provide
effective transport of momentum. The existence of anl
mechanism is the characteristic difference between water
simple liquids. To obtain the effective mobility of a molecu
in the l process we apply the relation

^DrW2~t l !&.~m lt l !
2^ fW2&, ~36!

where ^ fW2& is the mean-square force acting on a molecu
The magnitudê fW2& is determined by the static parameters
water, mainly by the density. Since the value^DrW2(t l)& is
independent of temperature, we obtain from Eq.~35!

m l~T!5m l~Tm!
t l~Tm!

t l~T!
. ~37!

Combining Eqs.~34!, ~35!, and~37! we arrive at
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h5
1

a@^DrW2~tc!&/6pkBTtc1m l~Tm!t l~Tm!/t l~T!#
.

~38!

Thus, the shear viscosity coefficient in Eq.~38! depends on
two characteristic times of the system, the third spatial
variant @^DrW2(tc)&#, and the mobilitym l of the molecule at
the melting point. Since the valuemm(Tm) remains un-
known, the temperature dependence of shear viscosity is
completely described. Taking into account that in a w
temperature intervaltc.6t l , we obtain the following rela-
tionship:

h

t l
.const. ~39!

This relation is confirmed by the experimental data onh
@1,36# in the interval (125 °C,225 °C). We are not aware
of experimental data for lower temperatures. The value of
adjustable parameter m l(Tm) is: m l(Tm)51.53109

cm/s dyn.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main attention in this paper was devoted to the na
of the simplest transport processes—self-diffusion a
viscosity—in supercooled water. The study was carried
on the basis of a cluster representation. After a definition
the cluster, its properties were formulated and the mec
nisms of self-diffusion and viscosity proposed. The values
kinetic coefficients obtained agree well with the experime
tal data. It is necessary to note that we analyze in this pa
only the most general properties of crystal-like clusters,
well as their simplest manifestation in the dynamical beh
ior of water. From this point of view we ignore the detaile
structure of the clusters and of surrounding media~gaslike
clusters!, the character of transient layers between them,
en
.
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interactions between clusters, etc. The applicability region
the picture developed for molecular motion essentially co
cides with the metastable region of the supercooled state
water. Above the melting point the relative volumef occu-
pied by crystal-like clusters becomes small. Thus, cluster
practice do not restrict the spatial displacements of nonc
tered molecules. To describe the transport properties
weakly clustered water another approach has to be de
oped.

Many important problems in the physics of supercoo
water still remain unsolved. First of all, it is necessary
construct adequate kinetic equations for the description
the time evolution of crystal-like clusters. Furthermore, t
growth of the number of long-lived crystal-like clusters o
lowering the temperature leads to the possibility of format
of a percolation cluster. As a consequence, on approac
the spinodal, water can pass into a glasslike state. Su
possibility hads already been discussed in the literature@13#.
The proper mathematical models, able to describe the s
range correlations in the states of molecules~formation of
clusters! and long range correlations between the cluste
will be of great benefit in constructing the equation of sta
for supercooled water and for water at low temperatures

We are confident that the representation developed in
paper will allow us to explain the behavior of density, the
mal expansion coefficient, and heat capacity, the nega
sign of the thermoconductivity coefficient, the anomaly
thermal behavior of the Landau-Placzek ratio, and other
culiarities of water. These questions will be considered
detail in further papers.
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